CUSTOM HOME n TRENDS

LAYING THE RIGHT
FOUNDATION
LONG BEFORE YOU POUR
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Building a custom home
can produce the rewarding experience
of achieving your lifelong dream home,
or it can become a frightening nightmare.
With the knowledge gained through
many successful years of experience in the
Denver market, all the experts agree—
proper planning in the beginning of the
process makes all the difference.

Start By Building Your Team
“The way a team plays as a whole determines its success. You may have
the greatest bunch of individual stars in the world, but if they don’t play
together, the club won’t be worth a dime.”
--Babe Ruth
In life, baseball and home construction, bringing together the best
team of people for the job at the right time is crucial. “When it comes to
custom homes, building your team at the beginning of the project is so
important,” said Jason Cooper of The Iris Building Group. He explains
that it’s generally not a good idea to work with an architect in a vacuum
and think that it’s all going to come together later. “It’s so valuable to
have the input of all involved, including an experienced builder familiar
with such essential elements as the most current building regulations,
jurisdictional requirements and materials available.”
“Having builders involved in the beginning allows them the opportunity to help value engineer the project, control costs and identify
any potential problems within a particular design,” said Craig Austin of
Austin Signature Homes. “We can always add something different to
the process than what the architect or even the client brings. We also
believe that having everyone on the team accountable from the very start
makes a difference. ”
Jules DeVigne of Devigne Developing often gets involved as early
as land lot selection for his clients. “Though many clients may have
already chosen property and lots before contacting potential builders, it
can be extremely helpful to receive a builder’s input regarding differing
levels of site preparation, such as the number of retaining walls required,
excavation needs and so much more, “ explains DeVigne. “All of those
early decisions can have a big impact and help establish a realistic set of
plans based on a budget.”
Transparency is Key
“Trust and open communication are essential. And not just between
clients and builders, “ said Austin. “Besides checking past client references,
we always recommend calling the trade companies to get a better understanding of a builder’s working relationships with their contractors.”
Because contractors work with many different builders, they typically
have a wealth of experiences on builder reputations, including those they
trust and who regularly keep to their time schedules and commitments.
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DeVigne describes the builder-homeowner relationship as a marriage. “You must be able to develop a level of comfort and trust from
the beginning. I also advise homeowners to look for companies they
trust to have enough liquidity to keep the project going.” For example,
be wary of the builder who needs a large percentage of the total project
cost up front—they might not be well capitalized. On the homeowner
side, understanding your own funding availability is critical.
Cooper believes, “Transparency is so important for every member
of the team. Everyone involved needs to feel confident that their needs
and expectations are going to be met. Clients deserve complete and
accurate information from their builder.” Likewise, clients need to be
forthcoming about their budgetary constraints and design preferences
in order to avoid delays in the vital planning stages of any project. Assembling a team of vendors to present different options in early planning meetings is just one way his firm helps clients narrow down the
multitude of options.
No Detail Is Too Small
DeVigne explains that starting out with the most complete and detailed set of architectural plans as possible truly enables a project’s success. “It can become a very frustrating process for homeowners when
they get back their estimates from potential builders and the numbers
are all over the place, “ said DeVigne. “It can never be an apples to
apples bid comparison if the original plans are not extremely detailed
and specific.”
“There are an infinite number of choices in materials and finishes
in today’s world,” relates Cooper. “Using tile and appliances as good
examples, the prices range from moderate to extremely expensive. Depending on a client’s wish list, these two categories alone can have a
material impact on a project’s budget.” He explains that it’s important
for builders to help clients understand the budgetary implications of
all of their selections—both big and small—as well as to be creative in
offering good alternatives where they make sense. “Being as detailed as
possible helps prevent the disconnect between what someone expected
and what they receive.”
“Besides having the detailed plans, it’s so important that everyone on
the team, especially the client, clearly understands their specifics from
ceiling heights to roof sizes to the finish materials,” said Austin. “For
items using allowances such as cabinets, countertops and floors, it’s al-
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ways better to make those choices earlier in the process to keep as close
to budget as possible. Communicating everything upfront from what
the architecture is saying to the details of scheduling helps keep everything moving as it should.”
Why the Time is Now
With interest rates still at record low levels, but expected to rise substantially by the end of the year, waiting can ultimately mean receiving
far less home for the same price. Building costs in everything from
lumber, labor, drywall, fuel and more have also all headed up in a trend
that’s expected to keep climbing. As the housing market rebounded,
the past allure of finding distressed properties and foreclosures has faded
bringing a revived energy to the new construction market.
Building exactly what you want and nothing that you don’t will always be attractive. Just some of its benefits include taking advantage of
the latest in cutting-edge building technology, as well as the best quality
and longest-lasting materials available. Serious advantages include lower
long-term maintenance plus greater energy efficiency and savings just for
starters. The healthy competition you can currently find in the Denver
market among an excellent variety of highly qualified and reputable builders
makes now the perfect time to begin a custom home project.v
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